Projective rectification of infrared images from air-cooled condenser temperature measurement by using projection profile features and cross-ratio invariability.
In this paper, we propose a projective rectification method for infrared images obtained from the measurement of temperature distribution on an air-cooled condenser (ACC) surface by using projection profile features and cross-ratio invariability. In the research, the infrared (IR) images acquired by the four IR cameras utilized are distorted to different degrees. To rectify the distorted IR images, the sizes of the acquired images are first enlarged by means of bicubic interpolation. Then, uniformly distributed control points are extracted in the enlarged images by constructing quadrangles with detected vertical lines and detected or constructed horizontal lines. The corresponding control points in the anticipated undistorted IR images are extracted by using projection profile features and cross-ratio invariability. Finally, a third-order polynomial rectification model is established and the coefficients of the model are computed with the mapping relationship between the control points in the distorted and anticipated undistorted images. Experimental results obtained from an industrial ACC unit show that the proposed method performs much better than any previous method we have adopted. Furthermore, all rectified images are stitched together to obtain a complete image of the whole ACC surface with a much higher spatial resolution than that obtained by using a single camera, which is not only useful but also necessary for more accurate and comprehensive analysis of ACC performance and more reliable optimization of ACC operations.